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INTRODUCTION

A continuing requirement exists in
agricultural research, as in other fields,
for increased accuracy and efficiency of
data acquisition and analysis, hopefully at
reduced cost. Digital data acquisition
systems, which are capable of auto
matically measuring and recording data
from a large number of sensors or inputs
in a format which is suitable for direct
computer entry and analysis, are often an
economically and technically attractive
means of meeting this requirement. For
example, current systems for recording
animal physiological and environmental
parameters generally use analog recorders
to produce multiple analog traces which
must be manually sorted, measured, and
converted to numbers (digitized) before
any summarizationor analysis can be per
formed. In such applications, use of data
acquisition systems which automatically
digitize the analog signals can eliminate
most of the tedious and time-consuming
manual labour as well as increase
accuracy and efficiency. This paper pro
vides an introduction to typical, com
mercially-available digital data acquisition
systems and indicates sources of informa
tion for specific system design considera
tions. The important question of choice
between an analog or a digital system for
a particular data acquisition application
has been discussed elsewhere.3

AUTOMATIC DATA ACQUISITION
SYSTEMS

There are two general types of auto
matic data acquisition systems. The first
type is a special-purpose system whose
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mode of operation is "hard-wired" to per
form a specific function. This type has
some degree of flexibility of operation
achieved through patch boards, mechani
cal programmers, or switches, but signifi
cant changes in the mode of operation
can only be attained by re-wiring or ex
panding the system physically. The
second type is a general-purpose system
which achieves high operational flexi
bility by using a small computer as
system controller. The mode of operation
of the second type is controlled by pro
gramming the computer to execute the
desired function. In other words, in the
second type, "software" provides system
control, whereas in the first type, the
control is provided via "hardware".

The principal components of a typical
special-purpose digital data acquisition
system (Figure 1) are a scanner or multi
plexer, an amplifier, an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), an output coupler, a
digital clock, and a digital recorder. The
scanner enables time-sharing of a single
measurement/recording sub-system by
each of a large number of input signals
derived from the phenomen sensors. The
amplification required depends on the
input signal amplitude, the type of
scanner, and the sensitivity of the ADC.
The ADC converts the amplitude of the
analog signal into its equivalent digital
code. Interfacing between the ADC, the
digital clock, and the output recorder is
provided by the output coupler which
also formats the measurement and time
information in the required computer
code. Typical digital recorders include
teletypewriters, perforated paper tape
recorders, and digital magnetic tape re
corders, the selection being determined
primarily by the recording speed re
quired. Extremely important in recorder
selection is the assurance that com
patibility exists between the chosen
recording medium and the facilities with
which the final analysis of data is to be
performed. On-site recorders can be
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Figure 1. A special-purpose, digital data
acquisition system.

eliminated if it is feasible to telemeter the
data directly to a remote computing
center for analysis.

A block diagram of a typical general
purpose, computer-controlled data
acquisition system is shown in Figure 2.
The solid lines indicate a basic system
while the dotted lines show a few of the
devices that can be added to the basic
system, either initially or at a later date.
In the computer-controlled system, the
computer in effect replaces the output
coupler and sequencer control portionsof
the hard-wired system, and thereby acts
as overall system controller. Conse
quently, the previous discussion on the
scanner, amplification, the ADC, and
digital recorder apply correspondingly to
these components in the computer-
controlled system.

The function of the small, general-
purpose, digital computer is twofold.
First, as system controller, the computer
provides functional control for internal
system devices and is also capable of con
trolling external processes, such as open
ing or closing a valve, in an open-loop or
closed-loop mode. Secondly, as a data
reducer and analyzer, the small computer
can perform a limited amount of on-line
data reduction and analysis, on a pro
grammed basis. This capability, combined
with the control function, enables a com
puterized system to perform a large
variety of tasks which could not be pro-
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Figure 2. A computer-controlled data acquisition system.

Lieided economically by the special-
purpose or "hard-wired" system. For
example, a computerized system can:

1. Automatically modify an experi
ment as a function of the emerging
data by correlating measurements
from several points.

2. Log data on demand, as dictated by
pre-programmed situation levels,
thus eliminating the recording of
superfluous data.

3. Store a pre-selected number of data
readings, calculate the mean value,
and then record only the mean,
thus reducing record lengths.

4. Increase the accuracy of recorded
data by detecting and correcting for
drift errors in the measurement
section of the system.

It should be noted, however, that the
capacity of small computers is relatively
limited and that a large computing
facility will be required for sophisticated
analysis of data; hence, the digital record
ing requirement.

Considerations for selection of the
major system components for particular
applications, along with general design
philosophy, have been outlined by several
workers (1,3, Talbotb). The selectionof a

b Talbot, H.D. 1969. Data acquisition "A dual
trichotomy". Application Note. Non-Linear
Systems, Inc., Del Mar, California.

computer for a computer-controlled
system, however, is a most difficult
problem since a large number of small
computers are available (2), but each has
somewhat different operational features.
Therefore, an intelligent selection re
quires access to a good deal of specialized
knowledge in this field (4).

DISCUSSION

The primary advantages of a com
puter-controlled system over a special-
purpose system are increased flexibility,
increased expandability, increased im
munity to obsolescence, and extended
measurement capability. In computer-
controlled systems, the system control is
provided by computer programs, hence
operational flexibility is extremely high.
Also, as a result of this manner of con
trol, system expansion can be planned
more precisely and implemented in the
future with a minimum of basic hardware
reconfiguration. Computer-controlled
systems, however, require highly-trained
operating personnel and, in some cases,
are initially more expensive than con
ventional special-purpose systems. In
addition, the training period for operating
personnel associated with computer-
controlled systems, say a minimum of six
months, is a negative short term factor.

The possible applications of automatic
control and data acquisition to agricul
tural research are almost limitless and
perhaps a few examples will illustrate the
possibilities:
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1. Monitoring and acquisition of
physiological and environmental
parameters in plant and animal
research.0

2. Monitoring and data acquisition in
Agrometeorology.d

3. Automatic control of environment

in plant and animal research.

4. Monitoring and process control for
pilot plants in food processing
research.

5. Automatic control in the care and

feeding of livestock.

The trend currently underway in all-
fields of measurement in the physicaland
biological sciences is towards automated
data acquisition, with emphasis on com
puterized systems. The recent advent of
the small, low-cost computer has greatly
enhanced the scope and efficiency of data
gathering and reduction. In fact, the con
stant decline in the cost of small com
puters is such that they are rapidly
becoming a common laboratory tool. The
immense capability of computer-
controlled digital data acquisition systems
is being recognized by an increasing
number of agricultural, biological and
other researchers, and future widespread
use of such systems is anticipated.
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